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Nhibernate, how do I search for the first record in a
group? I'm a bit stumped, so maybe someone can

help. I have an SQL stored procedure that will return
an array of persons. The stored procedure will get

parameter @strPerson. This parameter is passed into
the query as an xml, which will split on "" and return

the person. This works great. I need to create a
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nhibernate query that will run the stored procedure
and select the first person in each group. Right now I

have this: var pq = new
StringQueries.PersonQuery(); pq.SelectQuery =

"EXEC {dbo}.spGetPersonByPersonName
@strPerson = :strPerson";

pq.Parameters.Add("@strPerson",
NHibernateUtil.String.Empty); pq.ParameterList =
new String[] { @"" }; var p = pq.GetQuery(); This
works as long as there are two or more records in

each group. If there is one record, it returns the first
record, but if there are two records, it returns the

first record, the second record, and an empty
collection. I've searched the docs and lots of other

posts, but I just can't seem to get it to work. I need it
to return the first record in each group, regardless of
how many records there are in each group. EDIT: I
added a sample XML doc for reference. I have to

translate
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Battlefield 4 is the fifth installment in the Battlefield video game series. First released for Microsoft Windows on October 24,
2013, it was later released for PlayStation 3 and Xbox 360 on November 1, 2013, and the Xbox One on March 29, 2014. It is
the first Battlefield game to be developed by the Battlefield studio and the first Battlefield game since World at War to not be
published by Electronic Arts' now-defunct EA DICE studio. A multiplayer video game, Battlefield 4 has a new engine that
supports "cross-play" between the three console versions; in the game, players compete to kill enemy players with their tanks,
planes, or other vehicles. In addition, there are new features, such as the ability to build fixed defenses such as stationary turrets
and anti-aircraft guns, as well as a personal battle tank to help out with squad control and strategy. Battlefield 4 v20130327.
Updated till 28.03.2014 (Update 20) . Battlefield 4 v190420 – 20.20GB v20130417. Updated till 28.03.2014 (Update 20) .
Battlefield 4 v180418; Battlefield 4 v180318; Battlefield 4 v180318. Updated till 28.03.2014 (Update 20) . Battlefield 4
v180316 v.4.1, 18.03.2014. 1. Unpack or mount the image. 2. Run the game. 3. Copy the cracked content from the / Crack
directory on DVD3 to the game installation directory. 4. Play . Battlefield 4 for PC v180316 v.4.1, cracked is already
preinstalled on an all new PC (DVD3). In the pull-down menu, select Battlefield 4, then click Add Game. Check for updates
before launching BF4 again. . Battlefield 4 v180316 v.4.0, 18.03.2014. 1. Unpack or mount the image. 2. Run the game. 3.
Copy the cracked content from the / Crack directory on DVD3 to the game installation directory. 4. Play . Battlefield 4 v180316
v.4.0, 18.03.2014. 1. Unpack or mount the image. 2. Run the game. 3. Copy the cracked content from the / Crack directory on
DVD3 to the game installation directory. 4. Play . Battlefield 4 v1803 2d92ce491b
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